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AK. Aqyros / Conuetgence of generalized Newton methods 
can be used to approximate x*(A). By x0 we mean x,(A). That is, e.g., x0 depends on A used 
in (4). Sufficient conditions for the convergence of (4) to x*(A) have been given by many 
authors, when A(x,(h), A) = F’&(A), A) or %x,(A), x,_,(A)) (secant operators) or when in 
general A(x, AX-) is a conscious approximation to the Frkhet derivative P’(x, A) of F(x, A) 
[l-3,5,6,$], Several authors have also used (4) to approximate a solution of (3), when F(x, A) = 
F(x) and A(x, A) =A(x) [l-lo]. 
The iterates (2) in all the above cases can only be computed if the inverses A( x,( A), A)- ’ 
exist for all n 3 0. However, there are many problems of interest where for various reasons this 
cannot happen. The linear operator A( x, A)( l ) may not be continuously invertible, as for 
instance when dealing with small divisors (see, e.g., [S] and the references there). 
In this paper we provide sufficient conditions for the convergence of an iteration similar to 
(4) (see (7) below) where at each step the inverse of A(x, A) is replaced by a linear operator, 
which is obtained recursively from the previous one. Our results contain previous ones as 
special cases (see, e.g., [l-11]). 
2. Convergence r sults 
Let us denote by L( E,, E-J the space of all bounded linear operators from E, into E,. Let 
E4 be a Banach space, A: E, x A + LCE,, E,) with 
%I, R) cE,cE,, (x0, A) l E3 x A, M-, EL&, E,), L-, EL&, E,). 
For n 2 0, choose N, E L( E4, EJ and as in [S, p.11171, define 
M, =i&-lN, +A(q,(A), A)&-,, (5) 
L,, =L,_, +Ln_INn, (6) 
X n+l w =X,(A) +&y,(A)? (7) 
u,(A) being a solution of 
M,y,(A) = -(F@,(A), A) +z,$ (8) 
for a suitable z, = z,(A) E E,. 
We will provide sufficient conditions on the operator A, the starting guesses x0, N_ 1, L _ 1, 
the operators N, and 02 the z,‘s to guarantee the convergence of iteration {x,(A)}, n >, 0, given 
by (7) to a solution x*(A) of (3). Moreover, we will provide upper bounds on the distances 
11 x,+,(A) -x,(A)]] and 11x,(A) -x*(A)11 for all n 2 0. 
For each fixed s E [O, S] let us assume that the linear operator IV__, is boundedly invertible 
and there exist numbers cy,,, cy, p, y, 6 such that 
11 +,(A), A) tI 4 q,, It &y,(A) it G a, (9 
IIMYII 09 (IO) 
I!L._ij! ~_“i (11) 
and 
If M_, --+,(A), A)L_, I! ~6. (12) 
We can now state and prove the main result. 
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Theorem 1. Let F : E, c E, + E,. Assume 
(i) F is Frkhet-differentiable on E,; 
{ii) the hypotheses (I), 0, (9)~i12j are true for all x, y E U&,, R), h E UC A,, s) for each 
fijced s E [0, S] and U(xO, R) c E,; 
(iii) there exist nonnegative sequences {a,}, {Z,}, {b,,}, {c,) and {d,} such that for all n >, 0, 
d,,_, II& -M,_1 II <P, < 1, (13) 
where 
d 
d, = 
I-d,_,,,L;‘-&,,I’ -I=@’ 
d (14) 
II N, II G a,, IIr+N, II an 
and 
II z, II 4 c, II F@,,(A)) II, for all A E U(&, s); 
(iv) the scalar sequence {t,}, n 3 0, given by 
(151 , 
(16) 
t, = 0, t, 
and 
t n+2= n+l t +en+,dn+,(l +cn+l) In + ihiWs(ti)(ti-ti-1) +Ws(tn+I)(tn+l -tn) 
[ I 3 i = 1 n 20, (17) = CU, is bounded above by a t$ with 0 < to* <R, where 
e,=yGi,, e,=I,_&, n2.1, 
I~ = E,E,_~ l l l eOaO, n a 0, E, =p,,d,(l + c,J + c,, 
I% =qn_la,, n 2 1, po=6ao, qn =pn + wO(tn+l)en, n a 1, 
hi= firm, i<n; 
m=i 
(v) the estimate em < E < 1 is true for all m >, 0. 
Then, 
(a) the scalar sequence (t,) is nondecreasing and converges to a t * with 0 < t * ,< t$ as n + s; 
(b) the sequence (7) is well defined, remains in U&!-4& + * > ma’ converges to a so!ution x *( A ) 
of (3) with 
II x n+l (A) -x,,(A)lt \<tn+l -t, (18) 
and 
11x,(A)-~*(A)11 <t*-tn, foralln>O. 
Proof. (a) By definition t, 2 to and t, 2 t,. Assume t,+ I a t, for nz = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n; then by 
(17) tm+2  tm+l* That is, we showed by induction that the scalar sequence {t,), n 2 0, is 
increasing. By hypothesis {t,} is bounded above by a t$ with 0 < t$< R. Hence it converges to 
some t* withO<t*,<t$. 
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[b) ive use induction to show that for all m 2 0 the following estimates are true respectively * 
L, II G enI9 (20) 
x 8tZ*1 (U --x,(A) 11 6 L+ I - t”c (21) 
(22) 
(23) 
M”, --A(%+ ,bw,n II d q,w (24) 
iM,* - 4-~,,*(w9t, II G Pnl 
3 
(3 
and 
W- I)l-t ,(*W II G E,,, II F(&#,(U) ll +W,,*i- ,)(L+ 1 - fmb (26) 
We use (61 for n = 0 to obtain L, = L __ J I + N,). By taking norms and using (11) and (15) we 
get 
L-J II i+NJI GyZ,,=e,. 
That is, (20) is true for n = 0. Let us assume that (20) is true for n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , m - 1; then by 
(6). 
II L,pz il G L, _ i II II I f N, II G en1 _ ,Z, = em, 
which completes the induction for (20). 
By (7) and (91, 
-x,(A) - x,(A) iI = II R,y,,(A) 11 G t, - c, = cu G t*, 
which implies x,(A) E U(x,(A), t*) and that (21) is true for m = 0. Assume (21) and (23) are 
true for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , m, theri 
b,+,(A) -q,(A)ii d t hj+,(A) -x;(A)it <tk+* -t,,a*. 
i=O 
That is x, + ,( A) E U( x0, I * ) also. 
By (101, (13), (141, the Banach lemma on invertible operators and the estimate M,, = M,,_ I[ I 
+ M,;_L ,( M,8 - MJ, rz 2 0, it follows immediately that all linear operators M,, are invertible and 
that (23) is true for all M 2 0. 
We will complete the induction for (21) later. First we need to show (24)-(26). By (5) observe 
that 
Also. 
M,,-+,,(A), A)L,,II = ll(M_, -+,,(A), A)L,)N,, 11 
G UK, -A( xo(A), A)L, II II N,, II < 60, =poa 
11 M,,-+,(A), A)& 11 = 11 M,, -+,,(A), A)& + (+,,(A), A) -+,(A), A))L,, 11 
G P(, + $,( 11 x(A) -%(A) II h d PO + ~,,(h ko = 40* 
That is. (24) and (25) are true for m = 0. The rest of the induction for (24) and (25) can follow 
using the same approach as the one in the above two inequalities. 
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Using the identity 
P;@-,+,(h), A) = [ F(Xk+,(A), A) - F(x,(A), A) 4(x&q, h)(x,+,(h) -q(A))] 
+ [ F(x,(Ah A) ++,(A), qxk+*(A) -Xk(h))l) (27) 
(81, (161, (23) and (23, we obtiin 
= ll(4 -A(x~(A))L~)M~‘(F(x~(A), A) +Q) -zk 11 
~~~~~( 11 F(x,(A), A) 11 +c, II F&(A), A) 11) + ck 11 F(x,(A), A) II 
= [w&(1 +ck)+ck]IIF(xk(A), )b =QIIF(“Y~(A), A)li. 
Moreover, by (2) and (181, 
(28) 
II F(x k+dAL 4 -q%(A): 4 -fqx,W)(x,+,(A) --Q(A)) II 
= ‘P’(x,(h) + tMA) -x,w A) -A(Xkw)l(Xk+,(h) -XtM) dt II 
< Iw,(llx,(A)-x,(A)ll+tllx,(h)-x,,,(A)ll)l(x,,,(A)-x,(A)II dt / 
Qk+Al,,, (29) 
It now follows from (27)-(29) that (26) is true for all m 2 0. 
We must now complete the induction for (18). Indeed from (7), (23), (20) and (26), 
II k+2 (A) -%+1 (A) II 
IILk+1Yk+,Wl =lIL~+*~~~l(F(X~+l(A), 4 +z,,,)11 
WI+1 k+1 d Ik + i hiws(ti)(fi- ti-l) + Ws(tk+I)(tk+l - tk) 
i= 1 
=fk+2 - h-+1, 
by (17). 
The estimates (23)~(26) have now been verified for all m > 0. It now follows from (a) and 
(18) that {x,(A)}, n >, 0, is a Cauchy sequence in a Banach space and as such it converges to 
some x*(A) E U(xo, t *). Letting m --) 00 in (26) and using the continuity of F and (v) we obtain 
F(x”(A), A) = 0. 
Finally (19) follows easily from (18), which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
The conditions of the above theorem are made as general as possible. However, some special 
cases must be examined now. 
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Remark 2. Several sufficient conditions can be given that will guarantee t, < to* for all n 2 0. 
Let us examine a very natural one. Assume that there exist numbers c, d, a, ii such that a = a,, 
c~O,d,a,~>O,~<a<1,c,~c,d,~d,a,~a,~,~~foralln~O.Thenforalln~1, 
Pn =%l-ia* = (&2-l+ ~&,)%)a, =a,-,a,(p,-2 + 4&l-&?z-1) + wJgJena, 
n-l 
= . . . = 6So + C Eo( ti)ei + Eo( t,)e,a, 
i=l 
(so= ii.,) 
k=i 
< 6an+l + yii@,(t*)ann& +ayii+)(t*)(Z)“+’ q = a- 
i=l 1 -1 a 
yiiiF,(t*)a” 
j&(P) =j& =6a”+‘+ 1 ac +ayw,(t*)ii”+‘, It 2 1. - 
! 
Note that 
<Fl =F*(t*). 
Moreover we have 
en+ldn+l(l +c,+*) <ya’d(l +c), for all n 30, 
In <f(t*)qJ, provided that f (t *) < 1, 
where _fW =&I + c)p,(r) + c. 
Furthermore we have 
~hiw,(ti)(t; - ti_1) f t*w,(t*) i hi G t*Ws(t*) ~ f(t*)“-i 
i=l i- 1 i=l 
t*w,(t*) 
< t*w,(t*)f(t*)” i f(t*)_‘< 1 
- 
i=l 
f(t*) l 
Finally define the function T on (0, R] by 
. T(r)=a!+yd(l+c)Z* Tw,w 
1 -f(r) 
+w(r) l 1 
Assume that there exists a minimum positive number r * E (0, R] such that 
f(P) < 1 and T(r*) <r*. 
Then it can easily be seen that t, < r * = t *, en < E < I for all rz 2 0 and that the sequence 
{x,(h)), n 2 0, converges to a unique solution x*(h) of (3) in U(xO, r *I. 
Remark 3. Hypothesis (v) above is used to show that F( x *( A), h) = 0. It can be replaced by the 
conditions ICer( L,) = 0 for all n 2 0 and lim, +J~ 
FWO), A) = 0 also. 
= 0, since by (7) and (8) we can then show 
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Remark 4. We can extend the above rest&s further to cover the case when F is not Frechet 
differentiable. Consider the equation 
&(x(h), A) = 0, (30) 
with 
&(x(A), A) =F(x(A), A) + Q@(h), A), (31) 
where F is as before and U is a nonlinear operator defined on E, with values on E, such that 
]I Q@(A), A) - 12(y(A), A) ]I G w,* (11x-y]]), forall~,yEE~andsE[O,S], 
(32) 
for some nsndecreasing function w,” defined on R+ with w*iO) = 0 for ali s E 10, S j. Note that 
the differentiability of Q (_.&.. i e of F,) is not assumed here. Then a theorem similar to the main 
theorem can be proved immediately for (30) if we just replace F by F, in @), (9) and (16). The 
scalar sequence {t,}, n 2 0, corresponding to (t,) wil, ub 1 1.0 defined the same way, but inside the 
bracket in (17) there will be an extra term of the form wz(?, + 1), n > 0. 
Remark 5. Special cases of the main theorem compare favorably with: 
(a) The results obtained in [S]. Let F( x, A) = F(x) for all A E A and choose t = 1 in (2), and 
the functions I++-,~ and w, to be defined by the right-hand sides of the inequalities (3i) and [32), 
respectively [5,6]. Even then our conditions are more general. 
(b) The results obtained in [2]. Let f(x, A) = F(x) for all A E A and just choose N, = 0, 
2, = 0, L, = I for all n 2 0. 
(c) The results in [4]. Let F( x, A) = F(x) for all A E A and take A( X) = F’(x) in [4, p.2511, 
and assume that the generalized norm used there is simply a r ;a1 norm. 
(d) The results in [&lo]. Let F(x, A) = F(x) for all A E ljlF A(x) = P’(x), N#, = 0, Zn = 0, 
L, = I for all y1 2 0. 
(e) The results in [ll]. Choose P = Z in [ll] and A(x) = F’ixi, rv;l = 8, zn = 2, L, = I for all 
rt >, 0 as well as special cases of the functions I+,~, w,, v, and &is). 
The verification of (a)-(e) as almost immediate is left to the motivated reader. 
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